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A gripping story about loyalty, love and courage 

In Enemy Friend,  the reader gets to follow, in parallel timelines, the siblings Inger
and Ingvar, who grew up in the community Ellinge outside Varberg in the southern
parts of Sweden during the Second World War, and – in present time - Paula who
leaves Stockholm and moves to the small community Ellinge with her husband and
children. When Ingvar and Inger accidentally stumble across an injured German
soldier, their loyalty, love and courage are put to the test, which turns out to have
fatal consequences.
The sequal The Swift - about Ingrid´s friend Britt, joining up as a volunteer in the
Swedish Lotta Corps, will be released in spring 2022.

Sara H. Olsson has made a name for herself as a feelgood author with a number of
popular books that have sold over 100,000 copies. She takes the next step and
explores a new side of her writing with this first novel in the Ellinge series ,a
dramatic story that takes place during World War II.
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